SYSTEM UNIVERSAL HEALING TAO SLOVAKIA
Invites all friends of Tao, instructors and listeners of Tao School on
Methodical course Basics I, II of Tao
25th -26th April 2020 in Bratislava
In the spring time is excellent to stay for some days in Beautiful European city of Bratislava.
During these days we will focus on precise explanation and guiding how to Awakening Healing of the Tao.
The cream of supreme Inner Alchemy is Inner smile creative cycle and Vagus nerve, deleting with 6 healing sounds.
Avoid inner conflict, how to change, transform the emotions and generate the balance, beauty healthy status. Feeling
the chi, activating of primordial force in Tantien, and later guiding chi in the yin & yang channels of Microcosmic
Orbit....rooting with Dragon tale and reaching the Polaris, creating heart aura and protecting field… you will get the
experience on course.
Course is for everybody: both beginners also advanced in Tao meditations, healthy style & wisdom, knowledge
Teaching language: held in English
Date: 25th - 26th April 2020
Saturday, Sunday from 10:00 to 17:00
Price: 180 € / 2 days, 100€/ 1 day
Location: Centre Universal Healing Tao Slovakia
Kremnická 26 Bratislava - Petržalka
Schedule: Saturday
09:45 - 10:00 Arrival, change clothing
10: 00- 10:15 registration
10:00 - 13:00 Theory and practice
13:00 - 14:30 Lunch break
14:30 - 18:00 Practice
Schedule: Sunday
09:30 - 09:45 Arrival, change clothing
09:45 - 13:00 Theory and practice
13:00 - 14:30 Lunch break
14:30 - 18:00 Practice
The course price includes Theory explanation, practical techniques, management and repair
What to bring with you: loose sport clothing, pen, notepad, battle of water for drinking
Registration: by mail, taojoga@taojoga.sk or via telephone, or personally.
At the same time is necessary soon, latest till end of March Pay via banking transfer the course fee or deposit 100€.
The invoice you receive at registration on place.
Name and address of bank account:
IBAN SK43 1100 0000 0026 2581 8442 BIC (SWIFT) TATRSKBX
Lecturer: Július Masarovič, senior instructor of the Universal Healing Tao system. Working in
system for over 15 years, and has been trained for under Master Mantak Chiu in Tao Garden,
Thailand. Graduate Master of Physics, 10 years of practice in brokerage, banking, graduate of
Traditional Chinese Medicine in Phototherapy and Chinese Dietetics. He has experience, practice in
Zen meditations. It combines scientific knowledge with old Taoist practices. He specializes in Inner
Alchemy. He is member of Council of 9, country Coordinator for V4 and Slovakia. Over 15 years he
trained and methodically taught over 2,000 students. Since 2004 he has been running Tao School
in Slovakia, where he trained 30 certified instructors.
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